Drug Info

Popular content

A to Z of Drugs

What are drugs?
Drugs and the law
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Aboriginal resources
Standard drinks
Drug & Alcohol Info Hub
Community action
Literary mocktails
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Latest news and articles

Latest news and articles
Keep up to date with information and services related to drugs, alcohol and the law in NSW.

Drug and alcohol issues for older people [9]
Why are older people more at risk from alcohol? What are the dangers of mixing alcohol and medications? Can regular use of non-prescription medicines harm your health? What is mobile drug testing?

---

[9]

**Back to school - PDHPE** [10]

We've updated our *Drug and Alcohol Information for PDHPE research guide* for the new PDHPE syllabus.
Publications

A Quick Guide to Drugs & Alcohol [12]
An easy to read reference book with information on a range of drugs, drug effects, drugs and driving, pregnancy, treatment, statistics, drugs and the law and where to go for help and further information.
Getting help

Getting help [13]
School resources
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Drug Info for public libraries